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DIDRR means making sure the needs and voices of people with disability are included in disaster risk management.
Advisory
DIDRR Leadership Approach

1. Flexibility & Adaptability
2. Comprehensive Planning
3. Ownership & Partnership
4. Attention to Functional Capacity
5. Integration of Learning Across Sectors
6. Contribution to Disaster Risk Reduction

Co-created knowledge, tools and resources
Local Emergency Management
Guidelines for Disability Inclusive Disaster Risk Reduction in NSW


Funded under the Jean and Sir Uren Revson National Disaster Resilience Program.

Person-Centred Emergency Preparedness (PCEP)
A Process Tool and Framework for Enabling Disaster Preparedness with People with Chronic Health Conditions and Disability

USER GUIDE
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Disability Inclusive Disaster Risk Reduction: Stakeholder Consultation Report – Toowoomba
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Partnership Research to Develop DIDRR Practice
Keep up to date with the projects:

https://www.facebook.com/disabilitynaturaldisasterstudy

https://twitter.com/ResearchC4I

http://collaborating4inclusion.org
For more information contact:

michelle.villeneuve@sydney.edu.au
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